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READING, WRITING, LISTENING, and a little SOCIAL STUDIES:
Our January read-aloud and mentor text is The Year of the Dog by Grace
Lin.  This book is based on Grace's personal experience. Her writing
comes from her life. She wants to figure out what interests her and
where her talents lie. With the support of her family, Pacy (AKA Grace)
tries different activities before she finds her talent, and makes a best
friend along the way.

Third graders will be working on chapter 2 of their memoirs this month.
Writing about her life is a subject in The Year of the Dog.   Writing
about yourself helps you understand who you are and where you come
from. The second chapter memoir assignment is to write about a real
experience or event using effective technique, descriptive details, and
clear event sequences.  Students will work to establish a situation and
introduce a narrator and/or characters, organize an event sequence that
unfolds naturally, use dialogue and descriptions of actions, thoughts,
and feelings to develop experiences and events or show the response of
characters to situations, use temporal words and phrases to signal event
order, and provide a sense of closure.  Students will be doing this with
less support than they had for chapter 1.

We will also learn a little about Chinese culture, as Grace is a Chinese
American.



****************************
MATH:  This week we will continue to work on multiplication and
division. Students are working to read, understand, and solve more
complicated division problems more independently.  This week we
will be doing some review and then will be taking our second division
test.  Then we will continue to work on more advanced multiplication
and division concepts, strategies, and related problem solving.

****************************
SCIENCE:  We are moving on from our social studies focus to our new
science focus: plant and animal adaptations.  We will begin this unit
with Mystery Science work.  Our first two Mystery Science projects
are Why Do Trees Grow So Tall?, and Should You Water a Cactus?



*************
READING: This week, students will be reading Night Letters by
Palmyra LoMonaco.  This story is from our school’s reading anthology.
We will start by learning some related vocabulary.  Next, students will
read the story to themselves, aloud with a partner, and finally will
listen to it and discuss it.  Students will also work on a related writing
assignment this week.  They’ll write a friendly letter to an insect or
animal they've seen using a friendly letter format.  They’ll have plenty
of help from the mentor text they’ve just read!

***********
HOMEWORK:   This week’s homework packet includes spelling words
to study,  independent reading to be logged, and math practice
papers. The spelling test will be on Friday (1/7/22).  The reading log
and the math practice sheets should be returned on Friday (1/7/22).

************
Weather/Temperature Fluctuation:  Just a reminder - temperatures
are getting much colder.  We have at least one forty-five minute
outside recess daily and many outside mask breaks daily.  **SOME
STUDENTS ARE FORGETTING TO BRING COATS TO SCHOOL!

*******
Inspirational Quote:
“Anyone who has ever made a mistake has never tried anything new.”

-Albert Einstein

Thanks so much for reading this week’s newsletter!  I wish you a
delightful and productive week!

Sincerely,
Meg Bakken


